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THE TRANSITION TO SAFETY MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS (SMS) IN AVIATION: IS CANADA DEREGULATING FLIGHT SAFETY?

RÉNÉ DAVID-COOPER*

ABSTRACT

In 2013, the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) adopted Annex 19 to the Chicago Convention to implement Safety Management Systems (SMS) for airlines around the world. While most ICAO Member States worldwide are still in the early stages of introducing SMS, Canada became the first and only ICAO country in 2008 to fully implement SMS for all Canadian-registered airlines.

This article will highlight the documented shortcomings of SMS in Canada during the implementation of the first ever SMS framework in civil aviation. While air carriers struggled to understand and introduce SMS into their operations, this article will illustrate how Transport Canada (TC) did not have the knowledge or the necessary resources to properly guide airline operators during this transition, how SMS was improperly tailored for smaller air carriers, and how the Canadian government canceled safety inspections around the country, leaving many air carriers partially unregulated.

This article will argue that TC has effectively deregulated flight safety in certain areas of its aviation industry under SMS. Drawing on recent safety statistics and accident investigation reports, this article will illustrate how TC’s inadequate safety oversight during the adoption of SMS resulted in several accidents, putting the traveling public at risk. To support these findings,

* René David-Cooper graduated with a Master of Laws (LL.M.) at the Institute of Air and Space Law at McGill University. He holds a Licentiate in Civil Law (L.L.) and a Juris Doctor (J.D.) from the University of Ottawa, and he will be clerking at the Federal Court of Appeal of Canada in 2016–2017. He also holds a Commercial Pilot’s License (CPL) and has more than ten years of flying experience.
five Canadian air carriers were interviewed to provide their exclusive perspective into the chaotic implementation of SMS in Canada and how the safety levels for Canadian carriers have been compromised. This article will conclude by presenting political, economic, and legal solutions to rectify the deregulation of flight safety in Canada.

I. INTRODUCTION

Since the inception of air transportation at the dawn of the twentieth century, aviation safety has been a dynamic variable both positively and negatively affected by human activities.1 If safety is not proactively regulated by the state, it is axiomatic that the “invisible-hand” of safety will tolerate negative externalities caused by the driving business imperatives of the commercial aviation industry. Organizational decisions by airlines are shaped by economic, political, and operational impediments, all of which may directly or indirectly impact the overall safety of flight operations.2 Safety, therefore, behaves as a cyclical, socio-politico-economic variable, as demonstrated throughout the history of government safety regulation. Therefore, it is not surprising to observe that airline deregulation, which first landed in Canada under the National Transportation Act of 1987,3 had adverse consequences on aviation safety.

Destructive competition, unleashed by the sudden liberalization of the market, forced many air carriers into financial distress and self-destructive practices to remain profitable.4 In fact, many carriers suffering from anemic profitability had no choice but to curtail safety costs, such as aircraft maintenance, fleet and equipment upgrades, aircrew training, salaries, etc.5 While eco-

nomic deregulation did not intend to deregulate aviation safety *per se*, the industry’s debilitated financial health inevitably contributed to a series of deadly accidents in the 1980s and early-1990s. Since aviation safety cannot be divorced from the financial health of a carrier, many airlines struggled to adequately balance profitability and their passengers’ safety. As such, the “economic strains created by the intensive pricing competition unleashed by deregulation . . . had a deleterious effect on carrier safety.”

In response to the deadly crash of Air Ontario Flight 1363 in Dryden (Ontario, Canada), the Canadian government launched the Commission of Inquiry into the crash, lead by Justice Virgil P. Moshansky (also referred to as “The Moshansky Commission”). The objective of this public inquiry was to determine how organizational factors may have contributed to the accident and, more importantly, to determine how the industry’s unhealthy economics and poor safety culture were becoming a serious threat to the traveling public. Justice Moshansky submitted 191 aviation safety recommendations for the entire

---

6 AIRLINE MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES, supra note 4, at 300.
7 DEMPSEY & GOETZ, supra note 5, at 225 (“[D]eregulation has brought about cutthroat pricing, a miserable level of industry profitability, insufficient capital to reequip aging fleets, and a deterioration of service. Since deregulation began, the airline industry has suffered the worst economic losses in its history.”).
8 Id. at 304.
10 DEMPSEY & GOETZ, supra note 5, at 305.
11 René David-Cooper, Landing Safety Management Systems (SMS) in Aviation: The Implementation of Annex 19 for Commercial Air Carriers in Canada, 40 ANNALS AIR & SPACE L. 445, 451 (2015). The accident happened on “March 10th, 1989, when Air Ontario Flight 1363 crashed shortly after takeoff in Dryden, Ontario, killing twenty-four people onboard. The pilots had taken off without proper de-icing of the aircraft’s wings. Wing contamination significantly reduced aerodynamic lift and did not allow the Fokker F-28-1000 Fellowship to remain airborne after departure. Earlier that day, Flight 1363 had landed in Dryden during a snowstorm to refuel with a full load of passengers. The pilots could not shut down their engines because the company, as a cost-saving measure, had not fixed the aircraft’s Auxiliary Power Unit (APU) to restart its turbine engines and did not provide any ground start facilities at the Dryden Regional Airport (CYHD). With a company policy forbidding de-icing while the aircraft’s engines were running, the Captain ignored the risks as he attempted takeoff . . . to avoid stranding the entire flight crew and passengers at the company’s great expense. As a result, organizational decisions by Air Ontario condemned Flight 1363 to a tragic fate.” Id.
12 HON. JUSTICE VIRGIL P. MOSHANKSY, COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO THE AIR ONTARIO CRASH AT DRYDEN ONTARIO-FINAL REPORT (1992) (Can.).
aviation industry after a twenty-four-month investigation and concluded for the first time in the history of aviation accident investigations that organizational factors contributed to the accident. This report paved the way for the adoption of Safety Management Systems (SMS) for airlines in Canada and around the world, as there was an evident need to manage the impact of organizational decisions on safety levels in the commercial air transportation industry.

The International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) defines SMS as a “systematic approach to managing safety, including the necessary organizational structures, accountabilities, policies[,] and procedures.” When Canada announced in 2005 that SMS would become a regulatory requirement for all Canadian-registered air service providers, it became the first and only ICAO Member State to announce implementation of SMS. Since ICAO did not adopt Annex 19 to the Chicago Convention until 2013 to address Standards and Recommended Practices (SARPs) for SMS, Canada led the international aviation com-

---


17 ICAO, Assembly Res. 36-13, Consolidated Statement of Continuing ICAO Policies and Associated Practices Related Specifically to Air Navigation, ICAO Doc. 9902 (2007) [hereinafter Assembly Res. 36-13]. Under Annex 19, Standards are compulsory and Recommended Practices are merely a desired level of performance established as a common State endeavor. SARPs can be considered as “soft law” since they are not, per se, part of the Chicago Convention.
munity in the deployment of the first ever SMS in civil aviation.\textsuperscript{18} Without the benefit of other countries’ experiences, it was expected that some difficulties would be encountered during this innovative transition.\textsuperscript{19} This article will scrutinize the implementation of SMS throughout Canadian commercial aviation. Although the theoretical benefits of SMS are not contested, there is strong evidence that Canada has struggled and continues to struggle with the implementation of SMS in aviation. Secondly, Transport Canada (TC) has seemingly failed to fully uphold its oversight responsibilities under this new safety regime. As such, it will be argued that Canada’s implementation of SMS has effectively \textit{deregulated} flight safety in certain areas of its aviation industry. While this article will exclusively focus on Canada, it will offer invaluable insight to other ICAO Member States who wish to avoid similar transitional problems during the upcoming rollout of SMS worldwide. For the purpose of this article, five informants employed by different Canadian operators who participated in the transition to SMS were interviewed in 2014 to obtain a practical assessment of this new safety regime:

- \textit{Informant #1} manages a certified airport and a flight training unit (FTU). Informant #1 is also a TC flight examiner.
- \textit{Informant #2} previously worked as a safety officer for an airline operating in northern Canada.
- \textit{Informant #3} is a TC flight examiner. Informant #3 also manages a certified airport and is a part-time captain for a charter flight company operating in Canada and in the United States.
- \textit{Informant #4} is a safety officer for an airline operating in northern Canada.
- \textit{Informant #5} works for a Canadian airline operating internationally.

To preserve anonymity and confidentiality, these operators will be referred to as “informants” throughout this article.

II. BACKGROUND—THE CHAOTIC IMPLEMENTATION OF SMS IN CANADA

A. THE REGULATORY SCOPE OF SMS: IS THE TRAVELING PUBLIC AT RISK?

Before examining how Canadian operators implemented SMS, it is necessary to explain the structure of the Canadian aviation industry. Currently, Canadian commercial air carriers transporting passengers are divided into three main categories:

- **Air Taxi Operators (703 carriers)** are small carriers that can carry up to nine passengers inclusively in an aircraft with a MTOW\(^{20}\) of 19,000 pounds or less.\(^{21}\)
- **Commuter Operators (704 carriers)** are carriers that can carry between ten and nineteen passengers inclusively\(^{22}\) in a multi-engine aircraft with a MTOW of 19,000 pounds or less, or a turbo-jet-powered airplane that has a maximum zero fuel weight of 50,000 pounds.\(^{23}\)
- **Airline Operators (705 carriers)** are carriers authorized to operate aircraft with a MTOW of more than 19,000 pounds or that can carry twenty or more passengers.\(^{24}\) These include large airlines, such as Air Canada, First Air, Porter Airlines, WestJet, Sunwing Airlines, Air Transat, etc.

In Canada, SMS was progressively introduced and implementation deadlines varied depending on the carrier’s type of operation. The then existing 705 carriers were required to have SMS by 2008,\(^{25}\) and new airlines applying for a 705 operator’s certifi-

---

\(^{20}\) MTOW is the maximum takeoff weight of an aircraft when fully loaded with fuel, cargo, and passengers.

\(^{21}\) Canadian Aviation Regulations, SOR/1996-433 § 107.01.

\(^{22}\) Id.

\(^{23}\) Id. § 704.01.

\(^{24}\) Id. § 705.01.

\(^{25}\) Hearing on Bill C-6, 40th Meeting, supra note 15, at 1540 (statement of Daniel Maurino, Coordinator, Flight Safety and Human Factors, ICAO: “Transport Canada is leading the world aviation community in the deployment of SMS in civil aviation.”); Study: Transport Canada’s Enforcement of Air Safety Regulations and Implementation of Safety Management Systems for the Aviation Industry, Before the Standing Comm. on Transp., Infrastructure & Cmty., 40th Parl., 39th Meeting (2009); OVERSIGHT OF CIVIL AVIATION REPORT, supra note 14, ch. 5 at 7 (“Canada was the first country in the world to regulate the implementation of SMS in the aviation industry. Since 2008, Transport Canada has required air operators whose aircraft carry [twenty] passengers or more and their maintenance organizations (referred to as large civil aviation companies) to use SMS in managing their safety risks.”); OFFICE OF AUDITOR GEN. OF CAN., REPORT TO THE HOUSE OF COMMONS: OVERSIGHT OF AIR TRANSPORTATION SAFETY, ch. 3 at 10 (2008).
cate were obliged to have SMS starting in 2005. As such, SMS was fully operational for every large airline as of 2008. Large airports, Approved Maintenance Organizations (AMOs) conducting maintenance for carriers subject to SMS regulations, and Canada’s air traffic provider, NavCanada, were also required to have SMS by 2008. The smaller 703 and 704 operators (referred to in the industry as “small carriers,” “bush flying operators,” or “small operators”) were initially scheduled to initiate the implementation of SMS in 2008, but it was postponed indefinitely due to the significant implementation problems encountered with 705 carriers at the time of this writing. Despite this, a minority of 703 and 704 carriers have started adopting SMS on a voluntary basis.

Including five large carriers that account for 60% of revenue-generating passenger miles traveled, thirty-nine 705 carriers operate in Canada and carry 95% of the entire market of traveling passengers. The remainder of the industry is composed of 538 air taxi operators and eighty-nine commuter carriers. Considering that Canadian air carriers transport close to 79 million domestic passengers every year, the current scope of SMS

26 SAFETY MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS GUIDE, supra note 14, at 2. Starting in 2005, new 705 carriers applying for an operator’s certificate were obliged to implement SMS as a necessary condition to obtain their certificate. This applied to Porter Airlines, which began operating in 2006, for example, whereas existing airlines were granted an exemption until 2008.

27 Canadian Aviation Regulations, SOR/1996-433 §§ 107.01, 302.01, 302.500.

28 Id. §§ 573.01, 573.32.

29 Id. §§ 804.01, 805.05.

30 TC’S ENFORCEMENT OF AIR SAFETY REGULATIONS, supra note 14.

31 SAFETY MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS GUIDE, supra note 14, at 1.


33 OVERSIGHT OF CIVIL AVIATION REPORT, supra note 14, at 15.


35 TC’S ENFORCEMENT OF AIR SAFETY REGULATIONS, supra note 14.

36 SAFETY MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS GUIDE, supra note 14, at 47.

does not protect 5% of passengers traveling on 703 and 704 carriers. This leaves approximately 3.9 million domestic passengers at risk annually every time they board a small carrier that is not required to have SMS.\footnote{TCs ENFORCEMENT OF AIR SAFETY REGULATIONS, supra note 14.} All of the informants expressed concern about the continued exemption of smaller air taxis and commuter operators from the scope of SMS. These operators are the ones that probably require SMS the most. As the Transportation Safety Board of Canada (TSB) has noted, “91% of all air accidents and 93% of all fatalities can be attributed to the commuters and air taxi operators.”\footnote{Air Safety Management Systems, supra note 32.} To explain these disturbing statistics, the TSB observed that:

Small operators typically face some interesting challenges. They’re flying into more remote areas that may have little or no infrastructure. They often use aircraft that are a little older, that may not have sophisticated navigational or warning systems. The crews will likely be on the lower end of the experience scale.\footnote{Id.}

B. Business vs. Compliance: Does Safety Have a Price?

Although the TSB has recommended that SMS should apply to every operator regardless of its size,\(^{44}\) we must ask ourselves if such a regime is even appropriate for marginal short-line operators, such as 703 and 704 carriers,\(^{45}\) which have minimal organizational structures.\(^{46}\) These smaller carriers are an essential component of Canada’s transportation network because they serve many isolated communities in northern Canada that cannot be reached by roads or marine transportation.\(^{47}\) Many of these operations are relatively small in size; some carriers are operated by families utilizing very informal processes; others are one-person operations where a single individual is responsible for everything from management to ticket sales and from piloting to servicing the aircraft.

Even if the complexity of implementing SMS were commensurate with the size and complexity of each operator,\(^{48}\) some of the informants\(^{49}\) concluded that 703 and 704 operators might not have the resources or the expertise and knowledge to handle the workload of SMS.\(^{50}\) While large airlines can accommodate large safety expenses, small carriers operating just a few, or even one aircraft have a very slim profit margin and can struggle at times to make safe business decisions. Justice Virgil P. Moshansky, who led the Commission of Inquiry into the Air Ontario Crash at Dryden,\(^{51}\) stated that it would be a difficult task for small “cash-strapped” carriers to monitor their own safety levels as part of SMS.\(^{52}\) We can conclude that without profit, there can be no safety in the long run.\(^{53}\) The Dryden experience shows


\(^{46}\) Padova, \textit{supra} note 32.


\(^{48}\) Canadian Aviation Regulations, SOR/1996-433 § 107.04.

\(^{49}\) Informants #1, #2, #3 and #4.

\(^{50}\) Schmidt, \textit{supra} note 47.

\(^{51}\) Moshansky, \textit{supra} note 12.

\(^{52}\) Campion-Smith, \textit{supra} note 43.

\(^{53}\) Dempsey & Goetz, \textit{supra} note 5, at 274.
that when a State delegates the regulatory costs of safety to the aviation industry, there is "an air of Greek tragedy about the interaction of the de-regulatory zeitgeist with the desperate scramble for corporate profitability."54 Given that even large 705 carriers struggle to operate SMS, one must wonder if it is even feasible to safely impose sophisticated safety management systems on every small operator. The complexity of SMS could in fact exacerbate the tragic statistics associated with these carriers. Moreover, most flight schools across the country do not even teach SMS principles to their student pilots, which creates a problem later on as the majority of active commercial pilots do not understand how to operate under SMS.55 Small carriers might "expend significant resources trying to make sense of diverse legal requirements, and might find it more difficult to behave virtuously."56 Hence, Canadian authorities will need to tailor SMS to the needs and operational capabilities of smaller carriers.

Even if risk management would ultimately save money for Canadian carriers with a progressive reduction of accidents over time,57 most informants agreed that the implementation of SMS has a considerable initial start-up cost and requires expensive ongoing resources to remain operational, such as additional employees to monitor SMS databases and ensure that documentation is in order.58 Not every carrier will have the same resources or capabilities to maintain compliance with SMS. For instance, Informant #1 was required to remove himself/herself from flying duties and sacrifice much of his/her managerial role simply to understand, implement, and operate SMS. Instead of physically inspecting the airport premises and monitoring the actual safety of the company, he/she had to spend much of his/her day in an office filling out cumbersome paperwork and ensuring that the company’s documentation was compliant with SMS regulations. Informant #3 even stated that SMS might be economically unfeasible for the average 703 and 704 operator. In

55 Informant #1.
58 Id. at 15.
difficult financial times, it is hard to imagine a small carrier investing money into SMS instead of spending it on the execution of lucrative flying contracts. In reality, the smaller carrier’s priority is to maximize its revenues and not invest in costly safety expenses.\textsuperscript{59}

While large airlines can afford to create an entire safety department monitoring SMS, smaller operators might not have the resources to do so. During a difficult financial year, Informant #1 was forced to lay off the company’s safety officer to remain in business, leaving it difficult to imagine how small carriers would be able to handle the financial burden of SMS. Informant #1 concluded that while you cannot put a price on safety, you can definitely put one on SMS. TC has stated that operators will have the freedom to utilize the most cost-effective SMS methods.\textsuperscript{60} In light of Informant #1’s experience, does that mean that safety will become an expendable commodity for small carriers? Recall that SMS was developed for large-scale industries characterized as “High-Reliability Organizations” (HROs)\textsuperscript{61} such as space exploration, nuclear plants, chemical manufacturers, deepwater oil drilling, etc.\textsuperscript{62} While major airlines may have a similar organizational structure to such industries, small carriers do not have such a structure and will struggle to implement the current SMS framework. Informant #3 concluded that SMS could lead to the demise of air taxis and commuter operators, which would have considerable consequences for remote communities in Canada who depend on these operators for transportation and essential supplies.

Another problem is that “[s]ome smaller operators may not commit to the cultural change that is necessary to successfully integrate safety risk management principles and processes into their business operations.”\textsuperscript{63} Informant #3 stated that carriers will likely prioritize their resources toward running their opera-


\textsuperscript{62} James G. March, \textit{A Primer on Decision Making: How Decisions Happen} 48 (1994); Fox, supra note 61, at 7.

\textsuperscript{63} Civil Aviation Authority of New Zealand, supra note 57, at 15.
tions instead of spend their time filling out hazard identification reports. A perfect example is the 2007 crash of a Transwest Air Beech King Air in Saskatchewan, which killed the pilot and injured three other individuals onboard.\textsuperscript{64} Even though Transwest Air had implemented SMS and identified on several occasions unsafe practices by its pilots, it failed to use its SMS adequately and utilize effective corrective actions to prevent such an accident.\textsuperscript{65} This illustrates how smaller airlines manage the pressures of operating a fast-paced business in small markets.\textsuperscript{66} Ultimately, flying duties have a priority over paperwork.

Indeed some operators view SMS as a superficial paper-pushing exercise that interferes with actual operations.\textsuperscript{67} To counter this cynical approach, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) has recommended that small carriers should utilize straightforward systems with quick and effective methods, striking a balance between formal (documented) and informal systems.\textsuperscript{68} Therefore, TC will need to invest considerable efforts to provide practical, cost-effective guidance and convince the industry that SMS will provide carriers with a downstream gain for their business.

C. Is SMS a “Seriously Misguided System”?\textsuperscript{70}

All informants stated that the transition to SMS was chaotic and lacked proper guidance from TC.\textsuperscript{69} Informant #1 asserted that his/her experience with SMS equates to a “Seriously Misguided System.” A phased implementation with four stages was introduced\textsuperscript{70} to progressively adopt all ICAO standards, but the assistance provided by authorities to Canadian carriers was said

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{64} Transp. Safety Bd. of Can., Aviation Investigation Report A007C0001: Collision with Terrain, Transwest Air, Beech A100 King Air C-GFFF, Sandy Bay, Saskatchewan, 07 January 2007 (2013) [hereinafter Report A007C0001].
\item \textsuperscript{65} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{66} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{67} Neil Gunningham & Darren Sinclair, Organizational Trust and the Limits of Management-Based Regulation, 43 L. & Soc’y Rev. 865, 880 (2009).
\item \textsuperscript{69} Padova, supra note 32, at 6.
\end{itemize}
to be insufficient and unclear.\textsuperscript{71} TC struggled to keep up with the industry’s implementation of SMS and postponed implementation deadlines again and again, thus seriously damaging its credibility. The TSB has concluded that safety can be compromised if there are unclear implementation deadlines and improper milestones for safety audit inspections;\textsuperscript{72} these characteristics define Canada’s experience with SMS implementation. Although the Staff Instruction (SI) No. SUR-001\textsuperscript{73} provided TC inspectors with instructions on how to oversee the implementation of SMS, the Auditor General of Canada (AGC) concluded that these instructions insufficiently stated the minimum standards and documentation required for SMS compliance.\textsuperscript{74} This is because SI No. SUR-001 establishes a vague policy with subjective guidelines and does not provide TC or carriers with clear and objective legal standards.\textsuperscript{75} SMS policies were amended numerous times and consequently lacked clarity and consistency. Every informant stated that standards varied enormously across the country. Informant #1 stated that while one carrier would find its 300-page SMS manual being rejected without any feedback, another carrier’s 10-page manual would approved, even though both carriers had a similar operational structure.\textsuperscript{76}

The AGC also concluded that most TC inspectors did not fully understand the SMS methodology and, therefore, did not conduct their duties according to the recommended surveillance methodology.\textsuperscript{77} It was further found that inspectors did not have adequate training or sufficient experience, or both, with SMS to actually provide accurate advice to carriers across the country.\textsuperscript{78} In fact, only 40\% of inspectors had received SMS training by

\textsuperscript{71} ICAO, \textit{Report of the Seventeenth Meeting of the AFI Planning and Implementation Regional Group}, ICAO Doc. APIRG/17 (2010).


\textsuperscript{73} \textit{Transp. Can., Staff Instruction No. SUR-001, Surveillance Procedures} (2010) [hereinafter \textit{Surveillance Procedures}].

\textsuperscript{74} \textit{Oversight of Civil Aviation Report}, \textit{supra} note 14, at 19, 29.

\textsuperscript{75} \textit{Surveillance Procedures}, \textit{supra} note 73. The instruction orders TC inspectors not to make subjective statements, suggestions, or recommendations in the audit reports for the SMS of carriers.

\textsuperscript{76} Informant #1.

\textsuperscript{77} \textit{Oversight of Civil Aviation Report}, \textit{supra} note 14, at 21.

\textsuperscript{78} \textit{Id.}
These criticisms were evident in the interviews with informants. For example, Informant #2 was told by an inspector to consult Wikipedia to learn about SMS. While carriers were struggling to understand how to implement SMS, it was clear for some informants that even TC itself did not understand SMS or how it should be adapted to aviation. Informants noted that TC was learning about SMS at the same time the airlines were trying to implement it, which caused significant implementation disparities across the industry. Coupled with a lack of proper investigative methodology, TC inspectors were struggling to provide carriers with official documents stating the minimum standards for obtaining the approval of their SMS. Consequently, TC was not able to provide constructive feedback to assist carriers in introducing SMS into their operations. Overall, informants found it difficult to afford SMS any credibility because of TC’s confusion throughout the implementation process. How can the industry buy into such regulation if the regulator does not seem to understand what it is doing? SMS was not sold well to the industry. It was prematurely launched and inadequately supported. As a result, the industry has struggled to invest any trust into this new regime.

III. TRANSPORT CANADA’S DEREGULATION OF FLIGHT SAFETY: A DANGEROUS FLIGHT PATH

A. TRANSPORT CANADA’S FAILURE TO UPHOLD ITS OVERSIGHT RESPONSIBILITIES

Paul Dempsey has eloquently stated: “Law without compliance and enforcement is like poetry—it is pleasing to the ear, but has little to do with the practical world in which we live.” He further asserted that ubiquitous surveillance of the industry serves the public interest by ensuring safe and dependable air services. The Moshansky Inquiry insisted that enforcement is a key element of an effective governmental safety program. In

79 Id. at 23.
80 Id. at 22.
accordance with articles 12 and 37 of the Chicago Convention,84 States have the obligation to ensure the safety oversight of international transportation conducted within its airspace.85 Jiefang Huang argued that State oversight is an essential component of the erga omnes nature of safety as an international law obligation.86 Since “the safety oversight function of one State will have impact upon another State,”87 there exists a natural relationship between effective oversight and humanitarian considerations.

Under Annex 19, Canada must develop a framework for a State Safety Programme (SSP),88 which complements existing oversight duties. Similar to an air carrier’s SMS requirements, it must develop a legislative framework, a safety policy for the industry, industry risk management measures, safety assurance programs and a State safety promotion program. In other words, an SSP is a government’s internal safety management system overseeing the entire industry’s safety. One of the fundamental objectives of an SSP is that it must provide appropriate State oversight,89 ensuring continued compliance with national regulations established in accordance with ICAO SARPs. It must provide surveillance activities and safety monitoring through 1) paperwork audits and 2) physical inspections.90

Despite the fact that SMS was intended to introduce an additional layer of safety to existing oversight duties,91 Canada canceled its National Audit Program (NAP) in 2006,92 which previously provided for operational and physical inspections of

---

87 Huang, supra note 86, at 73; JIEFANG HUANG, AVIATION SAFETY THROUGH THE RULE OF LAW: ICAO’S MECHANISMS AND PRACTICES 5 (2009).
88 Annex 19, supra note 16.
89 IMPLEMENTING SAFETY MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS IN AVIATION 261 (Alan J. Stolzer et al., eds., 2011).
90 Assembly Res. 36-13, supra note 17, at 4–7.
airlines, including airplane maintenance inspections, pilot check-rides, unannounced ramp checks, etc. Subsequently, TC ordered its inspectors to cancel all enforcement actions and terminate any ongoing investigations concerning SMS certificate holders.93 Instead, pre-announced paperwork assessments and program validation inspections (PVIs) focusing on the airline’s SMS are now the primary oversight tools utilized by TC.94 As part of SMS, TC has openly stated that “the responsibility for regulatory oversight will now rest with the aviation industry and that [TC] will conduct audits based on risk factors.”95 A Safety Management Advisor at ICAO stated before the Parliament of Canada that replacing hands-on inspections with paperwork audits would diminish the industry’s overall safety, since this would not respect ICAO’s requirement to continue providing scheduled and random safety inspections.96 Several informants were convinced that the level of safety in Canada had been drastically reduced since the inception of SMS as traditional inspections in the past ensured carriers were conforming to safety regulations.97 Based on the cancelation of the NAP, it would seem that since TC inspectors have begun conducting paperwork SMS audits instead of physically inspecting airplanes, the regulator has not been providing effective responses to actual industry hazards.

Under TC’s current safety regime, the Canadian Federal Pilots Association (CFPA) stated that the shift toward paper-based oversight duties has left the traveling public vulnerable to a major aviation accident.98 Safety is essential to ensuring that aviation remains a sustainable and efficient mode of

93 Moshansky & Van Dyke, supra note 83.
96 Hearing on Bill C-6, 40th Meeting, supra note 15.
97 Jones, supra note 60.
Removing regulatory oversight threatens the viability of the entire safety regime. In addition, since adequate oversight is an overriding priority for ICAO, Canada is in clear contravention of Annex 19’s recommendation to continue providing traditional safety inspections in addition to the new SMS paperwork audits. Greg Holbrook, the National Chair of the CFPA, stated that TC has dismantled the traditional regulatory oversight role responsible for Canada’s relatively low accident rate, in exchange for system evaluations, thus shifting the focus from actual operations to paper and policy. For example, because cumbersome paperwork prevented Informant #1 from effectively tackling safety concerns in his/her daily work activities, his/her operation saw its near-perfect safety record erode away with a substantial increase in the number of accidents during what this informant described as a “precarious” implementation process. In a similar vein, Air Canada observed: “We are concerned that this approach (SMS) has lost its way and is engendering a culture of ‘paper safety’ at the expense of real safety.”

This is a dangerous strategy as SMS safety audits can rapidly degenerate into a meaningless “tick-a-box” exercise. Most informants agreed that it is possible to reap the benefits of SMS only if the previous oversight regime is reinstated in combination with these new SMS audits. Under a different SI, government inspectors only have to evaluate the effectiveness of an airline’s SMS and have become system evaluators instead of effectively monitoring the actual operational safety levels of Canadian airlines. Informant #3 argued that, in effect, TC has illegally abdicated its safety responsibilities and has failed to uphold its statutory oversight obligations under the Aeronautics

---

100 Michael Milde, Enforcement of Aviation Safety Standards—Problems of Safety Oversight, 45 Z. LUFT-UN WELTRAUMRECHT 2, 2 (1996); Dempsey, supra note 81, at 30.
101 Annex 19, supra note 16.
102 An Act to Amend the Aeronautics Act and to Make Consequential Amendments to Other Acts: Hearing on Bill C-6 Before the Standing Comm. on Transp., Infrastructure & Cmty., 39th Parl., 37th Meeting (2007) (Can.) [hereinafter Hearing on Bill C-6, 37th Meeting].
103 Schmidt, supra note 94.
105 SURVEILLANCE PROCEDURES, supra note 73.
Act.\textsuperscript{106} For Informant #4, it is apparent that safety oversight duties have been delegated to the industry itself.\textsuperscript{107} Members of Parliament even stated that:

> Our concern is having the airlines establish regulations and govern themselves. We just don’t think in this competitive, commercial environment of the airline industry anywhere in the world that this is a good way to go right now. Maybe later on, when we can have that safety culture established, but right now we don’t have a safety culture.\textsuperscript{108}

A strong oversight system is a necessary prerequisite for SMS and without a healthy and mature regulatory surveillance program already established, States will struggle to harvest any benefits from SMS.\textsuperscript{109} This is because States must become a dynamic factor in the industry’s overall safety culture and demonstrate a strong commitment toward safety with their continued presence in the surveillance of aviation. Evidently, Canada has embarked on a completely different path, which is endangering the traveling public.

**B. The Canadian Perspective: Deregulation or Self-Regulation?**

Despite the fact that SMS was meant to further regulate civil aviation, there is an overwhelming paradox as we realize how TC’s implementation of SMS has, in practice, effectively deregulated flight safety in several aspects. Although Canada is not the only country struggling with adequate oversight,\textsuperscript{110} it has forfeited optimal safety by eliminating TC’s regulatory safety inspections. Indeed, TC abandoned its inspection program even before SMS implementation had been completed for 705 carri-
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\textsuperscript{108} Hearing on Bill C-6, 37th Meeting, supra note 102.

\textsuperscript{109} Ratajczyk, supra note 86, at 406.

ers, which temporarily left the industry with minimal safeguards. In 2014, the CFPA conducted a survey of TC’s aviation inspectors regarding Canada’s SMS safety regime. The survey revealed the following concerns regarding the risks created by SMS to the traveling public:

- Effective oversight, other than in an administrative manner, is practically non-existent.
- “Nine-in-ten aviation inspectors report that [TC’s] SMS prevents the correction of safety problems in a timely fashion . . . .
- 84% of aviation inspectors expect a major aviation accident or incident in the near future after working in an SMS environment for the past seven years, up from 74% who held this view in 2007.
- Two-thirds (67%) believe [TC’s] SMS will actually increase the chances of a major aviation accident or incident, up slightly from 2007 when 61% held this view.
- 85% of respondents believe air travellers have been exposed to higher risk as a result of [TC’s] aviation SMS, up significantly from 2007 when 67% forecast this outcome.”

Given that some airlines can now go uninspected with a PVI for up to five years under the new SMS regime, many prominent aviation experts, including Justice Moshansky, have argued that the SMS approach adopted by TC might constitute self-regulation, and reflects what has been described as a neoliberal
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approach to safety oversight.\textsuperscript{114} Although Alfred Kahn asserted that authorities never deregulated safety during the economic deregulation of the airline market in the late 1980s,\textsuperscript{115} many believe that those operating with SMS are left policing safety themselves.\textsuperscript{116} TC stated “that this assessment is common but not accurate, given that the SMS requirements are themselves regulations and that no regulations have been removed since SMS was introduced.”\textsuperscript{117} But if one reads TC’s actual policy statement regarding SMS, it is difficult to see how SMS does not constitute self-regulation:

\textquote[TC]{TC agrees to promote voluntary compliance with regulatory requirements, without necessarily resorting to punitive action, by providing certificate holders governed by an SMS, the opportunity to determine, by themselves, proposed corrective measures to prevent recurrence of a contravention, as well as the best course of action to help foster future compliance.}\textsuperscript{118}

Even if SMS does not constitute safety deregulation in theory,\textsuperscript{119} informants #3 and #5 both concluded that it has that effect in practice. Some members of Parliament have agreed that TC promotes a “hands-off” policy, which forces inspectors to rely on the good graces of airlines to police their own operations and voluntarily report non-compliance.\textsuperscript{120} Justice Moshansky has even asserted that he does not believe “that SMS, without effective regulatory oversight, would have prevented the accident at Dryden.”\textsuperscript{121} Informant #2 argued that TC’s policy is similar to telling an automobile driver that police officers will not monitor
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the speed limits anymore, but if he drives over the speed limit, he should turn himself in to receive his speeding ticket.\textsuperscript{122} Even if a carrier voluntarily reports a violation, it may not face any sanction. TC’s \textit{Civil Aviation Directive (CAD) No. 107-004}\textsuperscript{123} states that if a carrier commits a serious violation of the Canadian Aviation Regulations (CARs)\textsuperscript{124} (e.g., a company pilot flying with an expired certification lands an aircraft without clearance), reports it, and provides a corrective action, it will have complied with SMS regulations and preempt any enforcement action by TC.\textsuperscript{125} Consequently, a carrier may not in theory be sanctioned by TC, even for serious violations, as long as there is no evidence of negligence.\textsuperscript{126} By abdicating enforcement strategies, some have even argued that TC is granting airlines a “Get-Out-of-Jail Free Card.”\textsuperscript{127} How is that not self-regulation?

This is a preposterous approach since the motivations of airlines to comply with safety requirements include the deterring effect of regulatory surveillance, rather than impartial altruism.\textsuperscript{128} The best way to encourage safety for airlines is to provide them with an incentive to comply with the law (e.g., compliance with proactive SMS reporting) balanced with a disincentive to violate the law, such as regular surveillance activities, to keep carriers on the lookout for safety deviations.\textsuperscript{129} Most informants agreed that we cannot rely entirely on the system’s self-regulation. Regulatory inspections should be reinstated since these are more assertive and effective.\textsuperscript{130}
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All informants agreed that SMS was partly implemented as a cost-saving measure by TC to reduce the number of inspectors in the field. Hence, the financial burden of safety has almost entirely shifted to the airlines. This is a dangerous strategy because in the balance of profitability versus safety, the Dryden accident has demonstrated that cash-strapped airlines will likely prioritize profitability. Alfred Kahn stated that the intensive competition in the post-deregulation era might have the adverse effect of forcing airlines to cut corners on safety. We can conclude that managing economic competition and safety concerns simultaneously can generate a deadly conflict of interest for airlines. The AGC even concluded that TC “is not adequately managing the risks associated with its civil aviation oversight.” This is mainly because TC has not established a minimum acceptable level of surveillance, leaving it to each airline to set its own safety standards.

Presently, TC is not even close to having enough safety inspectors to ensure appropriate levels of safety. TC currently employs around 850 safety inspectors, well short of the 1,400 employed during the Dryden accident and the 1,800 inspectors recommended by the Dryden Inquiry. The low number of inspectors policing the airlines can be interpreted as another example of self-regulation in practice. Thus, sufficient oversight must start with increasing the number of inspectors available to oversee the industry. Considering that TC is “uniquely placed as one of the potentially most effective [defenses] against [organizational] accident,” direct interventionism through systematic safety inspections will afford the industry, and more importantly the traveling public, with a critical safety defense. In light of this,
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Canada should listen to ICAO’s recommendation advising member States to have a high-level political commitment toward oversight and adequate resources to fulfill their aviation safety-related responsibilities.140

IV. UNCOVERING THE DEADLY CONSEQUENCES OF SAFETY DEREGULATION

A. A Deadly Learning Curve—Breaking the Myth of Perfection

Several investigation reports have demonstrated that inadequate oversight can be a causal factor to major accidents141—Air Ontario Flight 1363 was a perfect example. While TC continues to boast about Canada’s impeccable safety record,142 its complacency and misconception about the inherent risks associated with aviation has led to a lack of awareness of the industry’s actual risks.143 Seven recent accident investigation reports from the TSB concerning carriers with SMS processes in place have commented on the industry’s challenging and sometimes deadly transition to SMS.144

In all of these accident reports, SMS
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processes failed partially or systematically, and TC was not able to properly identify these deficiencies with operational inspections.¹⁴⁵ In the deadly crash of First Air Flight 6560,¹⁴⁶ for instance, the airline’s inadequate cockpit resource management (CRM) training was not identified by TC due to a lack of on-site inspections to verify compliance with regulatory training requirements.¹⁴⁷ Some of these accidents could have been prevented if TC had eyes in the field monitoring the actual safety performance of these carriers instead of reading over the airline’s paperwork. To this effect, the TSB stated in its 2014 Watchlist that:

SMS on its own is not enough . . . . That’s why we are calling on TC to regularly oversee all safety management systems and processes to ensure they are effective. And when transportation companies are unable to effectively manage safety, TC must intervene in a way that succeeds in changing unsafe operating practices.¹⁴⁸

Evidence demonstrating the insufficient level of safety oversight provided by TC is reflected in several TSB reports. In 2001, the TSB concluded that in certain areas of commercial operations, such as with smaller operators in remote areas of the country, “the safety oversight efforts of TC have been somewhat ineffective” and “there is a deficiency in TC’s safety oversight program.”¹⁴⁹ TSB concluded in the investigation reports for two fatal crashes that TC’s poor level of safety oversight was a direct contributing factor to the accidents themselves.¹⁵⁰ In its 2012 Avia-

¹⁴⁵ Report A11A0035, supra note 144; Report A11O0031, supra note 144; Report A011F0012, supra note 144; Report A09A0016, supra note 144; Report A07A0134, supra note 144; Report A007C001, supra note 64; Report A11H0002, supra note 144.
¹⁴⁶ First Air Flight 6560 crashed while on final approach to land in Resolute Bay, Nunavut, Canada, in 2011, killing twelve people and seriously injuring four other individuals on board. Carlson, supra note 98.
¹⁴⁷ See Report A11H0002, supra note 144.
tion Watchlist, the TSB stated that TC “does not always provide effective oversight of aviation companies transitioning to safety management systems, while some companies are not even required to have one. . . . [TC] must effectively monitor the integration of SMS practices into day-to-day operations.”\(^{151}\)

In one instance, TSB concluded that TC’s ineffective surveillance did not ensure regulatory compliance and subsequently allowed unsafe practices to persist.\(^{152}\) Moreover, TC’s surveillance of business aircraft operating under the Canadian Business Aviation Association (CBAA) was deemed to be inadequate in the investigation of the 2007 crash of a Jetport Inc. Bombardier Global Express in Fox Harbour, Nova Scotia.\(^{153}\) Ineffective oversight of SMS does not have exclusive boundaries in the aviation industry and is a cancer that is now spreading to marine and rail transportation, as illustrated by some recent accident reports.\(^{154}\)

**B. Air Mégantic—An Accident Waiting to Happen**

Although SMS has yet to contribute to a tragic meltdown of aviation safety, the TSB’s concerns for the safety of transportation materialized in 2013 when a Montreal, Maine & Atlantic Railway (MMA) train carrying crude oil derailed in the town of Lac-Mégantic and caused a massive explosion, killing 47 people and destroying most of the city’s downtown core.\(^{155}\) Since 2001, commercial railway operators in Canada have been required to
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have a functional SMS in place.\textsuperscript{156} In its final investigation report, the TSB concluded that TC had failed to provide adequate oversight of MMA’s deficient SMS and that this was a causal factor contributing to the accident for the following reasons:\textsuperscript{157}

- TC did not follow up on recurring safety deficiencies at MMA and did not ensure that proper risk management measures were put in place to correct serious problems. Consequently, unsafe practices persisted.\textsuperscript{158}
- SMS systems audits by TC were limited and their scope was inadequate.\textsuperscript{159}
- TC did not conduct any follow-up actions to ensure that the operator was implementing the recommended corrective actions. Consequently, systemic weaknesses in the SMS were not addressed.\textsuperscript{160}
- There is a heightened risk that operators will not manage safety effectively without proper and recurrent SMS audits by TC.\textsuperscript{161}
- TC does not sufficiently monitor the overall national safety. TC’s regional offices cannot guarantee that the public’s safety is protected in every region and ensure that the risks to the public are being properly managed.\textsuperscript{162}

We can draw several similarities between the TSB’s conclusions in the Lac-Mégantic accident investigation report with the current level of safety in aviation. If these similarities are not urgently corrected in the aviation industry, it is only a matter of time before a carrier’s negligent use of SMS processes contributes to a fatal accident.\textsuperscript{163} We should not ask ourselves if we will have our own “Air Mégantic” in the aviation industry, but rather
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when and where. Will it require a large airliner to crash in a major Canadian city like Montréal or Toronto before the government realizes it should provide regular on-site safety inspections to protect the traveling public?

In the Lac-Mégantic tragedy, it is evident that inadequate surveillance of a rail operator’s activities endangered rail safety and ultimately cost the lives of many innocent citizens. Although there are fundamental differences between rail and air transportation, namely the punitive working culture in the rail industry, the Lac-Mégantic tragedy demonstrated how leaving operators with a weak safety culture to manage their own safety can constitute a serious hazard to society. In the past few years, the TSB has repeatedly criticized TC’s “failure to identify companies’ ineffective processes, and an imbalance between auditing processes versus traditional inspections.” Even if companies fill out SMS checklists and have adequate safety manuals, TC must send inspectors out in the field and ensure that the carrier’s actual actions and behavior reflect the company’s SMS paperwork. TC must be able to intervene when companies are not using their SMS correctly to put an end to any unsafe or unlawful practices.

Coupled with the dismantling of effective regulatory oversight by TC and the lack of safety inspectors, Justice Moshansky argued in 2007 that “18 years after Dryden, history is repeating itself, only worse.” He further stated before ICAO that: “Pressing economic conditions, diminished regulatory oversight, and inadequate aviation legislation preceded Dryden; these symptomatic precursors seem again to be with us.” The Chair of the TSB, Kathy Fox, stated that inadequate oversight is a serious problem. She further concluded that the efficiency of SMS depends on effective oversight and that SMS should not be a
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replacement for regulation or a substitute for oversight.\(^{171}\) We must, therefore, urge the Canadian government and other ICAO Member States to ensure proper oversight during their transition toward SMS to avoid more deadly accidents. Enhanced margins of safety should be the main priority for ICAO Member States\(^{172}\) rather than the political rationing of government oversight resources. While lawsuits may compensate and ease the pain for families of victims,\(^{173}\) they cannot restore health or human life.\(^{174}\) On the other hand, adequate regulation can properly ensure the protection of life, and as such, SMS coupled with regulatory safety oversight should benefit the traveling public worldwide with increased or even near-perfect safety levels over time.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

History has demonstrated that many sections in the CARS have been written in the aftermath of serious accidents, such as Air Ontario Flight 1363. Unless TC proactively responds by rein-stating traditional safety inspection methods, this tragic tendency will perpetuate itself. Canada has the benefit of already knowing the current gaps in its SMS regime, and it should act accordingly before history repeats itself. In summary, the following solutions are forwarded to ensure safety throughout aviation in Canada:

1. The Minister of Transport should reinstate traditional forms of oversight, such as the NAP, combining opera-
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tional safety inspections of all airlines with the new SMS audits;

2. The delegation of regulatory oversight activities to the industry for commercial airlines should be reversed and TC should clearly establish the acceptable levels of safety for SMS;

3. TC should be provided with sufficient resources to oversee the industry properly (e.g., inspectors, training, and monitoring tools) and to develop adequate SMS guidance resources for carriers; and

4. The implementation of SMS for smaller 703 and 704 carriers should be reviewed. The framework should be tailored to enable them to institute and operate SMS in the most cost-effective and simplest manner possible consistent with safety.

Of course, these remedial solutions should be of particular interest to other ICAO Member States nearing the final stages of implementation of SMS. It took the tragic deaths of forty-seven people in Lac-Mégantic for the Canadian Parliament to react and instigate an extensive policy review of the role of SMS in all modes of transportation, including commercial air transportation. Will the aviation industry wait until it is too late and have its own “Air Mégantic” tragedy before it reacts in a similar fashion? As stated by Paul Dempsey, “[T]he development of aviation policy has long been a reactive, rather than a proactive, process.” For instance, before the enactment of the Aviation and Transportation Security Act of 2001 (ATSA), security screening in the United States was delegated to struggling airlines until their security deficiencies were exploited on September 11,
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2001.178 Canada has approached SMS in a very similar fashion, and until we react to TC’s complacent oversight and SMS policies, Canadian carriers might suffer a similar tragic fate.179 SMS is a brilliant approach to safety in theory, but without a structured and balanced oversight from the government, there is the potential for a serious accident.

Government regulation in aviation has often behaved like a pendulum—with the weight of safety moving away from its center as the opposing weight of economic regulation breaks the equilibrium between safety and market efficiency. When safety margins are over-extended, the opposite weight of safety comes crashing down with a destructive effect on the airline industry.180 As Paul Dempsey concludes, there is no doubt that victims of the past would “gain little comfort in knowing that Adam Smith’s invisible hands vindicated their deaths by strangling the economic life out of the unsafe airline.”181 Alternatively, we must ask ourselves if more economic regulation, balanced with adequate safety enforcement, is the long-term solution to the negative externalities that have persisted since airline deregulation in Canada. While strong airline markets previously enabled airlines to exceed TC regulations, safety standards in Canadian aviation, including SMS, have become the ceiling, rather than the floor, for acceptable operations.182 Unfortunately, it is now clear that “[t]he financial problems of deregulation are related to the [current] safety problems.”183

We must now come to grips with the conclusion that airline deregulation did in fact contribute to the deregulation of certain aspects of flight safety. In response to this, moderate economic re-regulation is the only solution that would enable the airline market to satisfy the public interest by achieving social goals, such as ensuring the traveling public’s safety and well-being.184 Aviation “has too vast a social and economic impact to
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leave it to the whims of a dwindling club of unconstrained monopolists.” Since safety cannot be separated from the economic health of airlines, the safety benefits of SMS can only be achieved if we pay more attention to the economic health of the aviation industry. If reintroducing economic regulation can temper market imperatives by eliminating the problems of imperfect competition, the industry will likely become more productive and efficient. A healthy industry will in turn make healthy organizational decisions. While the SMS methodology focuses on an airline’s ability to safely manage organizational decisions, even well-intentioned airlines may not be able to function under the onerous requirements of SMS if they remain in financial distress. The government is in a unique position to foster healthier markets by reinstating moderate economic regulation that is more conducive to safety-oriented decisions, rather than the current airlines’ predatory practices that aim to increase profitability at the expense of safety. If the government is able to regulate an airline’s managerial decisions with economic measures, it will create an operational context compatible with SMS to further achieve safety goals and, in turn, protect the lives of the traveling public.
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